
















































































President 
Vice-Pres. 
Secretary 
Treasurer 
Past Pres. 

Walt Ilauermei ster 342-0662 Ac ti vit i es 
Roy Ratl iff 773-2982 Programs 
Vickie Crossfeild 342-5360 Equipment 
Carolyn Savage 237-2629 Membership 
Mike Wood 655-8020 Echo Editor 

AUGUST MONTHLY MEETING 

DATE: 
TIME: 
PLACE: 

Thursday, August 2,1979 
7:30 PM 

Dick Slansky 
Glenn Brindeiro 
Jerry Baillie 
Rick Isakson 
Kim Wi 11 i ams 

PROGRAM: 
Buildirig 15-01 (BSRL) Cafeteria 
Mt. Hunter, Alaska; Ascent o( the North Ridge 

by Don Goodman 

342-3260 06-25 
773-1356 
655-4064 
237 -7785 79·98 
773-sn30 8E-48 

~1t. Hunter, 14,500 feet is domi nated by Dena 1 i and often ignored by climbers on thei r way to 
"Big Mac l1

• 

Yet the climbing on Hunter is generally far more spectacular than on Denali as Don Goodman will 
relate in his slide presentation. Don was a member of a ream of four highly motivated north
west climbers that recently made the third ascent of Hunter's North Ridge in spite of some 
serious storms and avalanche problems. 

As part of the September meeting, the annual election of club officers will take place. Any 
club member is eligible to run for office, but should be willing to devote the necessary time 
it takes to promote club interests. 

Prospective candidates are asked to contact Walt Bauermeister at 342-0662 or Roy Ratliff at 
773-2982. 



The annual picnic at Camp Long saw a record turnout of members and family. Like 
usual, we were blessed with good weather. Volleyball, frisbie, rock climbing and some 
fine socializing filled the entire evening. 

Can't say enough about the fine food, just excellent. The picnic committee certainly 
rates a full five stars for their coordinating effort. 

TREASURER's REPORT 

Beginning Balance 

Receipts -

Disbursements --------
Picnic 

New Balance 

$1,431.71 

none 

137.11 

$1,294.60 

ACTIVITIES FOR AUGUST 

We have apparently reached the August doldrums early this year, as far as activities are 
concerned. I have had virtually no input from the membership at large in the way of activi
ties (Climb Leaders, etc.). That is especially unfortunate because we have a large and eager 
group of Spring climbing class graduates ready to fill any prospective climb, hike, etc., 
that would be offered by some experienced member to lead. I have become increasingly 
hesitant to ask the same people over and over to lead climbs. Our new membership deserves 
some more input from established members. The Boealpsis primarily a climbing and hiking 
club first. Monthly meetings with timely, interesting speakers showing slides of beautiful 
mountainscapes definitely enhances our organization, but being in the mountains is the 
essence of Boealps, and not unlike the Mountaineers, Mazamas, or-any other Alpine club. 
So, to keep our club from becoming a series of monthly meetings of armchair slide shows, 
cider and donuts; I am asking for more established members to come forth and lead some 
activities. -

Dick Slansky - Activities Chairman 

Activities for August 

11-12 Forbi dden Peak (East Ri dge) 
Dick Slansky work: 342-3116 Home: 325-1033 

18-19 Mt. Shucksan (Fisher Chimney) 
Roy Ratliff work: 773-2982, Home: 782-7651 



SLOAN PEAK - June 2, 1979 

Our climb began at 5:30 AM 
The glacier was reached at 
our group split with Shawn 
of the group continuing on 
an unrecorded variation. 

CLIMBS 

at the Sloan Peak Climber Trailhead, elevation 1700 feet. 
9:30 AM after much huffing and puffing. It was here that 
Whitlow and myself attempting the north ridge and the rest 
the "corkscrew" route. Our route on the north ridge included 

We traversed the first obstacle on the west side and ascended deep snow to a band of 
loose rotten rock. It was crossed unroped, (class 3) with extreme exposure. We then 
ascended the second steep snow field to the upper right corner rather than the Becky 
suggested upper left, where, through a notch, brought us onto the east face and some 
class 4 scrambling. The route to the right looked good and we took it. At the far 
upper end, we had a small (10 ft.) chimney to cl imb and we were almost home from there. 
The summit was ~ mile on a gentle sloping class 2 rock and snow. 
Time: 9 hours from the road. 
Mark Dale led the corkscrew route which was straight forward with a steep gulley leading 
off of the ledges at the upper end of the glacier. There was a high degree of exposure 
after leaving the glacier. After reaching the notch at the upper end of the steep 
gulley, Rip Stevenson led the group to the summit up class 3 rock. 
Time: 8 hours from the road. 
The groups met on the summit and left before 3 PM. We rapelled down the gulley with Jan 
Glick having to climb down because of problems with the rope sticking. We assembled, 
roped up and crossed the glacier in about 15 minutes. We ran. Unroping at the bottom 
of the glacier, we completed a short gltsade. Four of us continued on down and reached 
the cars in 75 minutes. The other three climbers elected to go slower because one of 
them had short trousers and could not glissade. They continued down our route until 
some broken snow bridges forced minor re-routing. 
Mark Dale had fallen into a creek (white water) on the way up. 
a thin section at the end of a moat held as he clinged to it. 
down but my axe was in snow up the head and it held me. 

He was saved because 
I fell through on the way 

At this point, Gary was separated from Shawn and Jan, but continued down our route 
and made the cars 20 minutes after we arrived. Jan and Shawn lost the route at the 
intersection from the snowy steps to the forest service trail. They made a decision 
to "bushwack" down to the north fork of the Saulk where the road paralled it's far 
bank. It took 4 hours and a bivouac to complete the descent. 
In the meantime, we waited at the cars until dark, then proceeded up the trail with 
flashlights because of an extremely tricky log jam crossing the river. 
At 11:00 PM, we contacted the Darrington Sherrif. Mountain rescue arrived at 3:00 AM 
and a full fledged search began at daybreak. Two choppers were used and two groups 
were sent in on foot. One group searched the trail and one searched the banks of 
the Saulk River. At 9:00 AM, Shawn and Jan walked out on their own with no knowledge 
of the search. Many thanks were extended and we headed home. It had been a long day 
for everyone involved. 
One driver fell asleep at the wheel on the freeway, hit a sign post and ended up in 
a dirt bank. Fortunately, no one was injured. The automobile sustained considerable 
damage. 
Climbers wereMark Dale, Jan Glick, Gary Corder, Rip Stevenson, Dave Ther, Shawn Whitlow 
dTHI lilT', ,Jerry Baillie. 

Editors note: This report emphasises the importance of glvlng late climbers at least 
24 hours to take care of themselves before calling the emergency service. 



THE BROTHERS June 9 & 10 

This group of 14 climbers and one golden 
morning for the 7:00 trip to Southworth. 
and were basking in the sun at Lena Lake 
ferry, eventually caught up. We went up 
at the forks in the creek. 

retriever met at the Fauntleroy ferry Saturday 
We "left the trailhead to Lena Lake at 10:00 

when the 15th member, who missed the 7:00 
the East Fork of Lena CI"eek and set up camp 

We all started out Sunday morning for the climb, except for one person and the golden 
retriever, ,Iho decided to stay at camp. The route taken is described as South Peak -
route I in the Climber's Guide to the Olympic Mountains. At this time of year, the 
snow is about 500 feet above camp, and from there about 70X, snow and 30% easy rock. 

-

We staggered up to the summit between 11:00 and 12:00 for a spectacular view of Seattle, 
Puget Sound, Hood Canal, the Cascades and Ol~npics (quite a change from last year when 
two members of this group were treated to 20-foot visibility). We checked out the 
traverse route to the north peak and decided in light of difficulty and route uncertainty, 
we would spend the time basking in the sun and taking picutes. A 2000-ft. glissade 
down the couloir made the trip down quite enjoyable and wet. 
BOEALPS climbers on this trip were: Paul Gilbert, Bruce Kolpack, John Francini, Jim 
Kampe, Jim Kissell, and Darrell Krause. 

MT. HOOD June 9-10 

Our trip got off to a shakey start when about half of the planned group had to cancel 
for various reasons, but the four of us that went had a trip that could only be de
scribed as leisurely. Camping part way up the mountain is much better than leaving 
Timberline Lodge in the middle of the night and climbing the whole thing in one day. 
After having lunch at the lodge, we hefted our packs and started up. Three of us de
cided to hike for the conditioning, while Bonnie chose to take the chairlift for the 
first 1000' elevation gain. We kidded her alot, but actually didn't mind, since that 
gave us an excuse to put a rope and tent on her pack. Like a good sport, she even 
carried the whole thing a few hundred feet above the top of the lift before we caught 
up and redistributed the load. The weather was almost too good. With a hot sun, no 
wind, and skimpy attire, we all got mild cases of sunburn in spite of liberal amounts 
of suncream. We climbed up to 9000', found a flat spot, and unanimously agreed that we 
had had enough conditioning for one day. 
Sunday morning was clear, although the snow had frozen enough to require crampons 
all the way up from camp. Vickie volunteered to lead for the portion that requires a 
rope. There were some problems with falling chunks of ice and rock, but we were soon 
sitting on the summit enjoying the view in warm sunshine. Coming down was more 
frustrating because of the long wait to get past the snowbridge bottleneck that 
required those of us going down to alternate with rope teams on their way up. We 
watched with dismay and disgust as three unroped descenders decided to bypass the line 
by jumping the crevasse. Apparently not a world-class broadjumper, one of them 
stumbled and almost fell in. Another climber was going up the steep icy slope on 
all fours without crampons or even an ice axe. The most charitable thing we could 
say was that it is people like that Ivho give climbing a reckless reputation. 
Along 91 i ssade from Crater Rock to camp was enjoyed by a 11. Once camp was broken, 
the lure of cold beer in the 10d3e made for a non-stop descent. After a cold pitcher, 
we headedhome, stopping for gas and dinner. (If you go down there, get your gas east 
of Portland. Nothing was open in Portland or north to Seattle.) 
Members of this bachelor's dream team were Vickie Crossfield, Ruth McLaughlin, 
Bonnie Sykora, and Don Taylor. (Eat your heart out Warren!!) Don Taylor 



MONTE CRISTO PEAK, 7136 feet June 2, 1979 

Our group of seven climbers sped out of Everett at 5:30 AM in George Chamber's van 
with him at the wheel. Our destination was the Glacier Basin trailhead which starts 
near the not-so-thriving gold mining tOVIn of Monte Cr'isto. A picture of this long 
extinct town as it looked in the 1800's and a brief description of its history is 
contained on a plaque in the nearby camp ground. 
Under sunny blue sky we start.ed up the Glacier Basin trall which begins as an abandoned 
road. The climbing starts as the road ends near a gushing waterfall that empties all 
the water from the basin into the valley below. The trail then follows a rock stream 
bed on a steep grade up to the basin entrance a mile or so further on. There we were 
greeted by Cadet Peak, Monte Cri sto Peak, and Wit man Peaks formi ng a horseshoe shape 
in front of us. The beauty of this large basin with the fantastic spires of what is 
called Wilmon Peaks plus Monte Cristo and Cadet Peaks was a sight to excite any climber! 
We chose to climb to the saddle off to the left of Monte Cristo Peak instead of up 
the more grueling, steeper route on its face, On either route one ends up traversing 
along the East side of the peak at 6500 feet. I\fter a rest at the saddle and appli
cation of the umpteenth coat of sun protection, our robust group pounded in steps for 
a quarter mile on the steep back side of the )'idge, The snow was sluffing down to 
the glacier below with every step, 
A huge cornice and then a shallow moat guarded the final ascent up a few hundred yards 
to the summit. What a beautiful sight! Our eyes gazed across blue sky to the Olympics, 
Mt. Rainier, Mt. Adams, Mt. Baker, and Glacier Peak. 
After a good lunch, many pictures,and Y'egister'ing our names with previous Monte Cristo 
climbers, we made a quick descent down the near West side of the peak into the basin. 
Once there, packs and as many clothes as permissable were discarded. A rousing game 
of frizbee was followed by sun bathing, Our rock climbing skills were then sharpened 
on a challenging chunk of granite sitting by itself in the middle of the basin. 
We were soon joined by none other than our own vice president Roy Ratliff and his buddies 
Steve Mittendorf and Dave Larson who had cl imbed East Wilmon Spire. Also present were 
Duane and Darrel Siefertsen who had conquered Monte Cristo Peak. We all capped off a 
great day of fun and climbing in spectacular scenery and weather with an equally spec
tacular dinner at the Timberline Cafe in Granite Falls. All members of this group agree 
that a climb in the Glacier Basin area will challenge your climbing skills and provide 
you with great views of our great Washington scenery. 
Cl imbers were: Elaine Hyman, Lynne Filer, Brad iV1cCarrel, Jim Haas, George Chambers', 
Jan and Dave Durran. 

GLACIER PEAK, SITCUM ROUTE June 2 & 3 

Scenic views, hot meals and a sunset were truly enjoyed in a comfortable campsite in 
Boulder Basin after a long tiring trudge through a rather boring woods. The best part 
of this trip is the gentle incline of the snowfields. The worst part is finding the 
start of the Boulder Ridge Trail and the ancient blazes leading to it. Snow condi
tions were favorable at all elevations except for a hard crust near the summit. Glacier 
routes, landmarks and crevasses were not problems. 
Success was due to good weather plus eagle-eyed trail finding skills, determination 
and endurance within a good humored part of four: 
Bob Gray, Trudy Gray, Ray Hofstatter, Gene Sevigny. 

I , 



BELLINGHAM'S SKI TO SEA RACK - May 27 

We didn't expect it, but there it was - snow. Down to about 3000 feet and below that, 
the bicyclists and canoeists could expect lots of rain. 
The Boealps Ski to Sea Rack Team was up for the challenge of the elements and the 
nineteen other teams in the cross-country marathon relay from Mt. Baker to Puget 
Sound. 
Weeks of not-too-intense training had brought Rip Stevenson (down hill skier), 
Steve Mittendorf (cross-country skier), Duane Siefertsen (runner), Jan Glick (bicyclist), 
Mark Dale and Gary Gorder (canoeists) to the Mt. Baker Ski area for the start of the 
race at 9:00 AM. 
One hundred twenty cross-country skiers awaited the gun, and when it sounded, Mittendorf 
was off, gliding through the wet snow uphill on the three mile course. Simultaneously, 
the downhill skiers left the starting line with their skis and poles across their 
shoulders. Hiking up the mountain, the downhillers were to await thehandoff from their 
cross-country teammate over 1000 feet up the slope. Rip Stevenson was up front among 
the downhillers, and Rip and Steve had a combined time of 35 minutes, including Rip's 
300 yard sprint in his ski boots, (carrying his skis) to hand off to Duane. In the 
snow, Duane Siefertsen put together eight consective six minute miles. The snow 
turned to rain on the lower part of the running course where everyone was cold and wet. 
Du ne sprinted in and tried to put the medall ion around my neck, but it wouln't fit 
over my helmut. I stuck it between my teeth and took off on a long downgrade. The 
rain in my eyes made it hard to see, but that was nothing compared to the five miles 
of hail. As I dragged into Everson and Mark pulled the medallion off me, I fell over, 
my feet locked to the bike after one hour and fifty minutes for thirty six miles of 
biking. 
Mark ran down to the Nooksack and along with Gary, took off on the final leg - twenty 
miles of canoeing. They paddled non stop passing about six boats along the way, and 
averaging what we all con~dered a terrific eight miles an hour, at the finish, after 
five hours and forty six minutes, we had finished 57th. The winning time was an 
incredible four hours, twenty nine minutes. Think about how fast that is. 
All of us were disappointed (down-right P.O'd) when the sponser, Miller Beer, didn't 
provide suds for the party at the finish line. We promptly adjourned to Bellingham 
for food and drinks. 
The race, though exhausing was a lot 
best team together, we could be very 
race. Finally, thanks to all of you 

of fun. We feel that if the 
competative next year, while 
for the Club Sponsorship. 

MT. BAKER/COLEMAN HEADWALL -- Jun 9, 1979 

club would put 
sti 11 enjoying 

Jan. 

it's 
the 

Redching I<ulshan cabin at 10:30 Friday night, a much too short nap, we departed at 
2:00 AM for the Headwall. 
To reach the Headwall, we spent an hour crossing the Rock Rib at 8,300 feet under 
tricky mixed conditions of thin ice, loose snow and rotten rock. We began the 
approximately 1800 foot, 45 0 to 550 Headwall at 7:00 AM. 
Starting left then traversing right, we crossed a shruend where Chuck was heard to 
call for a belay and toilet paper when the snow bridge he was on suddenly sank a short 
distance. 
Paralleling the Rock Rib for about 1500 feet, we found a place for a short rest at 
10,000 feet. This rest spot was the only half safe place on the entire route and 
after 1500 feet of continuous front pointing it was very much appreciated. 
\,e reached the summit at noon and descended the standard route under very poor snow 
conditions (much post holing) arriving back in Seattle at 7:00 PM Saturday night. 
The climbers were: Bill Vye, Duane Siefertson and Chuck Boatman. Roy Ratliff 
supported the group from his bunk at Kulshan cabin and also provided refreshments 
at Glacier. 



MT. SHUCKSAN -- June 9, 1979 

Our climb of Mt. Shucksas was both fun and exhausting. We arrived at Mt. Baker 
Lodge at 2:00 PM Saturday to find to our disgust that the road ended in a snowbank 
1~ miles from the trailhead at Austin Pass. We arrived a Lake Ann about 5:00 PM, 
set up camp, cooked inner and watched the mountain crumble before our eyes. All 
night, the avalanches continued. 
Three in the morning came too soon. We arose and were on our way by 4:00 AM. The 
snow was soft and steps were easily kicked. We picked a good chimney and started up. 
It was mixed climbing, snow, ice and rock, rot ton rock. We reached the White Salmon 
Glacier at 6:45 AM and took a welcomed rest. The area just above the chimneys would 
make an excellent camp site. 
Winnies Slide was steep, but the steps went well and soon we were crossing the upper 
Curtis Glacier. 
The Hourglass was steep and icy and crampons were avoided by staying on class 3 rattan 
rock on the left. The upper half of the Hourglass is a beautiful basin which is gentle 
on all sides. 
The Summit rocks proved to be class 4 and low class 5 in some spots. There were two 
tough spots for us on the summit rocks. (1) crossing an eight foot icy gully below 
a chokestone with a six foot leap and (2) a tricky slab climb on a broken overhang. 
The latter required a rope. The summit was super~~~ Views everywhere, Rainier, 
Sloan, Baker Glacier, The Pickets and many craggy Canadian Peaks. 
It was noon by now and we headed down. The down climbing was exciting in the least. 
While downclimbing, I was returning the axe to my pack and the ice I was standing on 
broke free. I lunged for a flake and it held. There went one of my nine lives. After 
a short recooperation period we continued, Mark lead a glissade and ended up in a 
moat up to his hips. Hells Highway went quickly and soon we were at the top of 
Fisher's Chimney. This was the easiest climbing of the day. Camp was reached at 
4:00 PM. We packed up and arrived at the cars at 7:00 PM. 
Climbers were: Mark Dale, Dave Ther and me, Jerry Baillie. 

EAST WILMAN'S SPIRE June 2, 1979 

At 7:00 AM our climbing party of three started up the trail to Glacier basin which 
was reached in about an hour. A shorter approach variation would be to leave the trail 
before reaching the falls and climb southeasterly to the ridge crest on talies and 
snow by passing the basin. However the awesome view of the spires from the basin 
is worth the effort. The west gap was reached via steep snow in the gulley formed 
between the east and west spires. Inquiries for a perfect method of avoiding step
kicking should be addressed to Steve. The east notch was reached by 10:30 AM 
where a brief lunch break was taken before roping up. 
The first pitch consisted of climbing 20 feet up from the notch where a sling around 
a chock stone was found, (don't clip into it, it creates too much rope drag) then 
traversing left until a ledge could be reached by down climbing about 10 feet. This 
ledge was traversed left to a belay point on the southwest corner. 
The second pitch was apparently somewhat left of 8eckey's southwest face routes and 
is not recommended as too much rope drag develops. We traversed left around the 
corner from the small sloping ledge before climbing up. This corner caused excessive 
rope drag and Steve (third) was forced to use the lead rope as a fixed line in order 
to remove a chock to ease the drag. Dave was then belayed up to Steve and Roy 
continued the lead to the summit. 
In general the climb is easy though exposed 4th and 5th class climbing with only two 
difficult moves. The short down climb is 5.0 to 5.4 depending on the climbers 
height (short people \,ill have more trouble) and moving from a 6 inch crack to a 
1 inch crack around a sharp corner is about 5.4. The rou~ has numerous fixed pitons, 
so only two chocks were used. One had to bo removed to reduce rope drag and the 
other, a wired chock mistakenly placed without a sling, fell out five feet after 
passing it. 



EAST WILMAN'SPIRE (continued) 

All three of us were on the summit by 1:00 PM (6 hours from the parking lot) where 
we ate and enjoyed the views on a great day. A rumo)' has been started that Roy's 
lack of fear is because he doesn't open his eyes. Since he couldn't see the climbers 
on Monte Cristo we took no chances and securely tied him down so he wouldn't wander 
off the 5 by 10 foot summit platform. 
The descent is via two rappels. The first is from three summit pitons. It took 
a lot of manipulation, cussing and pulling by all three of us to pull the ropes 
down. It is highly recommended that future parties take plenty of webbing and make 
a longer sling in order to position the descending ring well over the summit edge. 
The second rappel (30 feet) is short, but tricky to begin. 
After repacking packs, standing glissades down the steep coloure and sitting glissades 
on down the ridge brought us to glacier basin where we met Brad and Duane's Monte 
Cristo parties. We were back at the car by 5:00 PM and a beautiful cloudless day 
of climbing ended with a shenanigan or two at the Timberline restaurant in Granit 
Falls*. The climbers were: Steve Mittendorf, Roy Ratliff and Dave Larson. 

* We feel the route description and phoiP in the guide book is not clear enough and 
have drawn a sketch of our route. In order to avoid rope drag problems, it is suggested 
that a more direct route from the broad ledge to the 6" crack be taken (go right 
rather than left). 
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CLIMBS 

WENATCHEE RIVER RAFT TRIP June 22.24 

Exci.tement started early when most of the group met at the Holiday Inn, south of Everett, 
and were introduced to the famous Mr. Fred Becky, who happened to be in the area trying 
to recruit Brad McCarrell for a climbing expedition in Alaska. 

Arriving in Leavenworth on Friday evening, we amused ourselves with three things - pool, 
foosball, and a first ascent up the north face of the woodshop (the tallest building in 
Leavenworth) by an anonymous climber. Afte~ a short night's sleep under the stars at 
Icicle Creek, it was time for a little rock practice for most of us, while a few preferred 
to sunbathe, followed by a hotdog cookout at 8 mile campground. Afterwards, it was 
swimming and showers at Lynne and Kim's motel room (for only $1.00) followed by a second 
night's carousing at the Hotel Tyrol where we all enjoyed the music and dancing well into 
the night. Most of us don't want to remember Sunday morning, but the raft trip that after
noon will live with us for a long time to come. We found immediately that warm dry clothes 
weren't necessary because after the fourth or fifth bucket of water hits you during the 
water fights, it didn't really matter what you were wearing. 

Soon we hit the white water, which can only be compared to a four hour roller coaster 
ride, it was a real blast! Most of us managed to stay in our rafts, with the exception 
of Marty, who seemed to enjoy clinging to the lifeline on the outside of the raft. 
He'll do anything for attention! 

Fi.ve hours later four raft loads of drowned rats portaged their crafts on the shores 
of Cashmere. Then a race to the tavern in Leavenworth to end another perfect weekend. 



BOEING EMPLOYEES ALPINE SOCIETY, INC. 

Pres i dent Walt Bauermeister 342-0662 Activities Dick Slansky 342-3260 06-25 
Vi ce Pres. Roy Ratl iff 773-2982 Programs Gl enn Bri ndei ro 773-1356 
Secretary Vickie Crossfeild 342-5360 Equipment Jerry Bail 1 ie 655-4064 
Treasurer Carolyn Savage 237-2629 Membership Rick Isakson 237-7785 79-98 
Past Pres. Mike Wood 655-8020 Echo Editor Kim Williams 773-2501 8E-48 

September Meeting 

DATE: Thursday, September 6, 1979 PLACE: Building 15-01 (BSRL) Cafeteria 

TIME: 7:30 P.M. 

PROGRAM: Latok I - The climb without a summit - - - by Jim Donini 

Jim Oonini was a member of a four man expedition that nearly succeeded in one of the most 
technical ascents yet done in the Himalayas. They climbed about 74 pitches of high class 5 
rock on the North ridge of Latok I (23, 443 feet). Finally their efforts gave way to consider
ations of survival 500 feet below the summit when their supplies of food and fuel expired and 
one climber became critically ill. 

Jim will also present an additional program on climbing on Patagonia that includes slides on 
his climb of Torre Egger (see his Dec. 76 National Geographic article) and a movie on Cerro 
Torre. 

The entire program comes highly recommended by Argris Morris - - don't miss it. 
NOTE: Jim runs a climbing school, in Leavenworth, and would be glad to speak to those inter
ested in advanced climbing classes. 

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * ** * * * * * ** * * * * 

This month the BoeAlps will elect a new slate of officers for the forthcoming year. I would 
like to take this opportunity to thank the retiring officers, the committee heads, and the 
membership i.n total for their tremendous support, and efforts over the past year. Due to your 
efforts the club has grown tremendously; we had the largest (and possibly the best) climbing 
class, tremendously interesting speakers at the meetings; and a very active climbing program. 
Kim and Dick have certainly done a great job with the Echo. 

All of the above, and I didn't have to worry a bit (or work a lick). It's been a very 
satisfying year. 

Thanks~ 

Walt B. 

Future Past President 



TREASURER'S REPORT 

Beginning Balance 

Disbursements 
Speaker 
Climbing High 
Refreshments 
Board Meeting 

Receipts 
Club Dues 
Climbing High 
Ski. to Sea 

ENDING BALANCE 

ACTIVITIES FOR SEPTEMBER 

September 8, 9, 1979 

$1,294.60 

35.00 
537.31 
34.72 

125.00 

48.00 
646.50 
35.00 

$1,292.07 

Warrior Peak-ONP 

TOTAL DISBURSEMENTS $732.03 

TOTAL RECEIPTS $729.50 

Glenn Hitchcock work - 655-5846 
home - 878-3784 

Strenuous class 4 climb of a spectacular peak in scenic east Olympics. Meet at the end 
of Dosewallips River at 8:00 A.M., Saturday (Friday night camp suggested). Approach 
will be from above trailhead to Home Lake base camp via Constance Pass (9 miles). Climb 
the sQutheast peak on Sunday with optional ascent of the lower northwest peak. For 
sign up and information call Glenn Hitchcock. 

September 22 Surprise and Glacier Lakes (Stevens Pass area) 

Easy four miles to spectacular scenery and good campsites. Contact Bonnie Sykora 
work - 543-5929 
home - 784-8486 

CLIMBS 

Ptaemagan Traverse- July 28 - August 5, 1979 

Our party of ten left for the start of our jrurney in excellent conditions with a forcast 
for perfect weather for the trip. The packs were extremely heavy (70 lbs.+) early in the 
trip, but then we had around 22 lbs. of food (gourmet) per person. Hans Westphal did 
all the meal planning, which was excellent except for some complaints on breakfast squares 
and eggs. Hans managed to inhale everything the others didn't care to eat in order to keep 
his large frame running. Few, if any, route problems were encountered though Becky's 
gUlde isn't very explicit on the route out of White Rock Lakes. 

We had a few exciting unplanned glissades with finger tip self arrests, a few lacerated 
hands, one crampon puncture and two sprained ankles - luckily near the end of the trip. 

We observed deer in our camps (Clarence had to be restrained from chasing the does in the 
middle of the night), Ptarmagans with chicks, pica and two bears. One we didn't see, 
but we heard it snort in some trees while we were eating kippered herring for lunch. 

Peaks climbed were Magic, Mix-up, Spire (the difficult part was led by Rose) and Dome. 
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All in all, we considered the trip a great success with new friendships formed and old 
ones strenghthened in a wonderful experience. The party consisted of Dick Peterson, 
Hans Westphal, Rose Scoones, Bob Mondryzk, John Connell, Amy Glein, Cal Johnson, Don 
Brown, Clarence Poisson and Dave Mayes 

DEVELS THUMB - July 7, 1979 

With a late rendezvous in Everett, because of unneeded beauty sleep of a climber there, 
this band of three set off for Devils Thumb after much discussion on where to go. 
After driving up Mt. Loop highway to Forestry road #3039, then 3016A, we stopped at an 
area that would appear to be the logical area for the trailhead"but of course it~sn't. 
As we found out on our way back, it is near the end of road 3016A and marked only by survey 
ribbons. 
The bushwacking began around 10:00 A.M. We followed Coal Creek on its west side to a 
small head wall which~s an easy scramble. This ~ed to an older forested area where the 
going was easy. We then crossed Coal Creek to the east and started up the slope via a 
wide gully~stem. Near the top we found ourselves above and east of the West Fork 
Coal Creek basin, which Becky's guide suggested starting the climb from. But instead of 
losing 500+ feet, we decided to take the ridge route via good trails and short scrambles. 
Once to the fake summit, we traversed the ridge north to the true summit 5170 feet. It 
was now 1:15 P.M. and lunchtime. 
After 30 minutes Glacier Peak to the east and Whitehorse to the northwest began to dis
appear in low dark clouds. Then, with the sound of thunder, we knew our lunch would be 
temporarily postponed as it was time to go. 
Our return route led us into the basin after a short rappel and glissade to the lakes. 
Here after finishing OUI' lunch, we found the trail we had been looking for. It was very 
overgrown, seldom used. After an hour or so of tr.ail blazing we were blessed with a 
slow steady rain. This brought on a wet T-shirt contest which wasn't a contest after all. 
After drying off, a brew and dinner at the old faithful Timberline Cafe in Granite Falls, 
we, Lynne Filer, Jim Haas and George Chambers were on our way home. 

EARLY WINTERS SPIRE (South Peak, Southeast arete) July 21, 1979. 

Fi.rst a comment to the half dozen or so people that signed up and couldn't make it: 
you missed a fun climb and some fantastic weather! 
Seven people did show, but four decided to do Liberty Bell, so that left only three for 
Early Winters. 
Since we drove up Friday night, Saturday morning breakfast was a leisurely affair except 
for frequent and violent swatting at the mosquitoes who were also looking for breakfast. 
Eventually we had enough of both breakfast and bugs, so we moved up the trail, split the 
group and headed for our respective mountains. 
The 1978 BoeAlps group that did the southwest arete (route 2 in Becky's book) reported 
putting protection on at the start of the route. At first we thoug~that we were in the 
wrong place, because nothing looked that difficult. Although done without aid, the grunts 
and mutters soon confirmed that the first few feet can be named the "NO VISABLE MEANS OF 
SUPPORT START" about class 5.5. 
Roy led the way, impressing us both with his confident climbing and his patience with two 
inexperienced rock climbers. Once past the start, there was 150 feet or so of each class 
4 climbing untilwe got to the "SMALL PEOPLES REVENGE CHIMNEY". The 15 foot chimney wasn't 
technically difficult except that taller people tend to get jammed with very little knee 
room to manuever. Beyond that, there was another 300-400 feet of class 3 and 4. The 
final obstacle was the "FAT MAN'S MISERY SQUEEZE". This was a chimney that was about 20 
inches wide and slanted at an angle. For those guys with a bulky pack and a generous 
mid-section there was a few minutes of scraping, squeezing, sticking, slipping, and 
swearing. At last, another 150 feet of easy climbing and the summit was made, with 
fantastic views in all directions. 



After a long leisurly lunch. we descended by way of the central gully. However. between 
the loose rock sliding under foot and an occasional fusillade bouncing past the head. I 
quickly wished that we had rapelled down our ascent route instead. Eventually we got 
down and basked in the sun while sipping icy snow melt and reflecting on a beautiful day. 
The route is class "ENJOYABLE" rock on the ascent. class "SPOOKY" scree in the gully 
descent. and a class "ANNOYING" bugs everywhere. (Nothing like having a deer fly buzzing 
around your face when both hands are occupied clinging to a rock.) Climbers were 
Roy Ratliff. Alan Wainwright. and Don Taylor. 
NOTE: The more experienced rock climbers can complete this route without ropes. but 
all others should expect six full pitches of roped climbing with a small amount of hard
ware (small chocks and long slings) required. All parties should take a rope to descend 
the gully and rapell off the boulder blocking the bottom of the gully. 

WHITEHORSE MT. NORTHWEST SHOULDER. July 7, 1979 

With a weather forecast of rain on Saturday night and Sunday plans were changed from a two 
day leisurely climb to a one day torture. After rearranging our packs we left the trail
head (elev. 800 feet) at 9:00 AM and headed up the steep Niederprum Trail toward Lone 
Tree Pass. The first mile of the trail is smooth and steep making travel on stiff 
mountain boots painful. Afterwards. the trail gets steeper and is almost completely 
overgrown with dense brush. but is broken up providing better steps. The trail at 
this point is marked with red and blue flags about every twenty feet and is still very 
easy to lose. 
Near the Cliffs on the ridge crest we turned left up through a small notch and traversed 
about two hundred yards across a springtime slide path (very little snow at this time of 
the year) and up to the Lone Tree Pass where a short break was taken. From the pass we 
followed the ridge left and dropped down slightly where the ridge ends. From here we 
should have dropped straight down (right) three trees for 350 feet as suggested in the 
guide book. but instead we followed footsteps up another small ridge. and it was a 
mistake. This ridge ends at some high cliffs (class three and four rock) that we had to 
downclimb. Though the climbing wasn't difficult. it was exposed and required caution 
which slowed us down. Once off the cliff we made another long traverse. left. up and 
down over several small ridges. finally reaching the snow finger leading up to High Pass. 
From this pass we traversed right and ascended two steep ridges to the final summit 
rocks. The final 30 feet to the summit was over wet rock. basically class 3 with one or 
two class five moves at the start. On reaching the summit it was immediately engulfed by 
thick clouds providing great views of the summit rocks for about five feet in all direc
tions and not much else. After a thirty minute lunch and several discouraging words 
about the cloud cover we started back down. Once off the summit rock the fun started 
with the best and longest standing glissades of the year. The snow was perfect for them 
so we took full advantage of it. Except for a few short traverses we were able to ' 
glissade from about 6700 feet down to 4600 feet. Once off the snow we were back to 
bushwacking. traversing. and cussing the steep trail. We finally reached our car at 
7:00 just as it started to rain and ten hours after starting the climb. This mountain. 
though beautiful has some drawbacks at this time of year. The steep smooth trail is 
torture in stiff mountain boots, the bushwacking is discouraging. the traversing is 
tiring. after High Pass the summit is a lot further away then it looks. The summit is 
engulfed with clouds when you get there and once off the snow. going down is just as 
bad if not worse. The climb did have one redeeming point. the glissading. though 
discouraged by some. was terrific and saved much time on the descent. allowing us to get 
down in just 2~ hours. Climbers were Roy Ratliff and Brad McCarrell. 
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MT. STUART - NORTH RIDGE August 4, 5, 1979 

Mt. Stuart is known as the "MOUNTAIN OF A THOUSAND THRILLS" and our climb of the North 
Ridge verifies this. We drove down to the trailhead at the end of Teonawar River Road 
on Friday night in order to get an early start on Saturday. The approach to the North 
Ridge was via Lake Ingalls, Stuart Pass, and Goad Pass, and then across the Stuart 
Glacier. A giant bergschurned and cravasses presented some difficulty at the base of 
the ridge and required some nerve-racking footworks to get up to the rock. One ice axe 
was destroyed in the process. Our goal was to climb as far as possible up the ridge on 
Saturday in order to get a good start on Sunday, which we knew would be a long day. 
We bevouaced at about 8500 feet on the ridge, about 50 yards down from the "GREAT 
GENDARME". Most of the climbing to this point ranged from class three to early class 
five. 
We arose early Sunday morning after a windy, cold, sleepless night. A party of two had 
bivouaced ahead of us on the ridge and we caught up with them after rappeling from the 
Great Gendarme into the giant couloir which contains the crux of the climb. Much to 
everyone's dismay the couloir was full of ice, and the rock in the vicinity of the crux 
move was coated with verglas. We worked our way over the difficult area by chopping 
steps up the couloir to an overhang at it's head. Here a belay was set up for a crux 
move which required working up a verglas chimney with difficult holds. More class 5 
climbing up a wall was required after the chimney move to reach a good belay spot on 
the ledge. Once we established this belay we began to relay both parties across. We 
experi enced one of Mt. Stuart's "thousan thri 11 s" whil e we were crossing the coul oi r. 
A cry of "rocks" brought everyone's attention upward as tons of ice and rock poured 
down the couloir. Two of us ducked under an overhang and watched the main body of 
debris pass inches from our faces. Miraculously, no one was hurt. IF anyone had been 
standing anywhere along the 2nd pitch through the couloir, they certainly would have 
suffered serious injury. Needless to say, we moved as quickly as possible to get out 
of the couloir. However, mistakes are more likely when one is in a hurry, and one of 
our party experienced a fallon the ice in the couloir, but was saved by the belay. 
The climbing after the couloir was class 3 and 4, except for one class five pitch be
neath the summit of the ridge. The upper portion of the mountain on the north side 
contains many large loose boulders and rockfall is a constant hazard. We reached the 
summit at 4:30 P.M. and stayed about ~ hour. The long descent was made down Ulrich's 
couloir, after which we took the Ingall's Creek Trail to the Long's Pass Trail. We 
climbed over the Long's Pass and reached the car at 11:00. Everyone felt this climb 
of the North Ridge deserved a grade 3 rating due to difficulties encountered in the 
couloir which weren't normally there this time of the year. The crux move was somewhat 
harder than the 5.4 rating given in the book (probably 5.5 - 5.6). Total time required 
for the climb was 13 hours on Saturday and 17 hours on Sunday. Climbers were Mark Dale, 
Dave Larson, Steve Mittendorf, and Rip Stevenson. 

PTARMIGAN TRAVERSE - June 23 - June 30 

Our group of six left the Cascade Pass parking lot at 9:00 on Saturday morning. Clouds 
shrouded the higher peaks that morning, but gave way to blue skies and sunshine by 
midday. The hike up the Cascade Pass went quickly despite 65-70 lb. packs. We pro
ceeded along mix-up Arm to Sunsight notch where summit packs were donned for Mix-up 
Peak. The route up Mix-up was followed per the guidebook until reaching the prominent 
notch below the summit. Here we detoured from the guumook description and went directly 
to the summit from the notch (5.3 - 5.4). This is a good variation from the normal route, 
with an interesting chimney, and exposure. We returned to our packs and proceeded over 
Cache Cal to Kool-Aid Lake where a fantastic sunset was witnessed. Sunday morning we 
took a 1~ hour exercise climb up a pinnicle nearby, after which we started out for our 
next camp, Yang-Yang Lakes. 



Thi.s proved the most difficult, tiring day of the trip. Crossing the Red Ledge with 
full packs proved exciting because of ice and exposure. The trip up the Middle Cascade 
Glacier to the Spider Formidible Col was extremely long and hot. It was near sunset 
by the time we reached Yang-Yang Lakes. This is probably the nicest campsite along 
the traverse. We stayed at this camp 2 days after our arrival. A blacktail buck and 
doe were frequent visitors both day and night. During our stay at Yang~Yang Lakes 
we climbed Mt. Formidable the first day and Mt. Le Conte the second. We veered from 
the guidebook route on Mt. Formidable in that we we climbed up to the eastridge and 
followed it to the summit. If one takes this route he should be prepared to rappel 
at a giant notch prior to climbing the summit structure. Mt. Le Coste proved no diffi
culty and has fantastic glissades. The fifth day of the traverse we moved camp to 
White Rock Lakes. Along the way we climbed Old Gaurd, Sentinal, and Lizard peaks. These 
peaks,are all class 3 climbs, with good views of the area. White Rock Lakes are in a 
tremendous location, with excellent views of Dome, Sinister, Gunright, and surrounding 
peaks as well as Dana and Chickamin Glaciers. We stayed at WRite Rock Lakes only one 
night. We moved our camp to ltswoot Ridge the sixth day, climbing the Dana Glacier to 
the Spire Col, then dropping to nswoot Ridge. At Spire Col we left our heavy packs 
to climb Spire Point. This was an excel.lent climb (§.2~5.3) and the rock was the best 
we had encountered. The summit is a very exposed knife~edge flake that had to be 
straddled and climbed using hands to pull yourself along. Our plan for the seventh day 
was to climb Dome and Sinister Peaks, and then bivouac and climb GUnsight Peak the 
following day. Gunsight is a tremendous peak, it's remoteness making it all the more 
alluring. Our plans had changed however, when we awoke the 7th day to see the valleys 
below completely filled with clouds, and isolated lightning storms racing overhead. 
At one point the air around our tents became so charged with electricity that wool hats 
were crackling and hair was standing on end. By midday our camp was completely socked 
in. Two of our group decided to go out that day. The rest of us hung around until the 
next day, hoping for a break in the weather, but that .was not to be. We broke camp 
at 7:00 on the 8th day in the middle of a snowstorm, and began the long 15 mile hike 
out. Descending Itswoot Ridge can be a problem in poor visibility, because of extreme 
cli.ffs. The best descent to be down a gully system southwest of our camp (which is on 
the ridge center). No words can explain the hike·out, during which we were subject to 
constant downpoor. All in all we had an excellent trip, 6 days of beautiful weather 
and one one day of really bad weather. Climbing was good, with a total of 8 peaks 
bagged. It is advised that any party planning to climb peaks along the traverse. 
bring hard hats, as the rock is very rotton on may of the peaks. Members of the climb 
were Mark Dale, Jan Glick, Gary Gorder, Dave Larson, Steve Mittendorf, and Shawn Whitlow. 



PINE SOCIETY, INC. ----
President Walt Bauermeister 342-0662 
Vice Pres. Roy Ratliff 773-2982 
Secretary Vickie Crossfeild 342-5360 
Treasurer Carolyn Savage 237-2629 
Past Pres. Mi ke Wood 655-8020 

DATE: Thursday, October 4, 1979 

TIME: 7;30 P.M. 

PLACE: Building 15-01 (BSRL) Cafeteria 

PROGRAM: Salathe Wall - El Capitan, Yosemite 
By Tod Bibler 

Activities Dick Slansky 
Programs Glenn Brindeiro 
Equipment Jerry Baillie 
Membership Rick Isakson 
Echo Editor Kim ~Williams 

OCTOBER MONTHLY MEETING 

342-3260 06-25 
773-1356 
655-4064 
237-7785 7.9-98 
773-2501 8E-48 

Tod Bitier will present a collection of slides on his attempts and final ascent of El Capitan's 
precipitous Salathe Wall. Most should appreciate his narrative revealing the psychology of 
the ascent. 

Tod will also describe his pioneering attempt of an unclimbed roue on Mt. Hunter. Fortunately, 
while working on the route they took the time to do some remarkably steep ice climbing 
photography. 

COMING UP - NOVEMBER MEETING 

A NEW PRESENTATION BY PHOTOGRAPHER ART WOLFE 
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SEPTEMBER MEETING MINUTES 

Walt Bauermeister announced that the Executive Committee had suggested the purchase of 
two (2) new tents. This was put to a motion and approved by voice vote. Jerry Baillie 
(equipment chairman)was assigned this action. 

A request from the floor that a new inventory of club equipment be made available to all 
members was made. The equipment chairman was asked to provide a current inventory to the 
Echo Editor for subsequent publication. 

Walt Bauermeister announced names of candidates running for annual club offices and 
provided ballots to attending members. Results of the election are as follows: 

Club President Rick Gibbs 

Vice President Glen Brindeiro 

Secretary Kim Will i ams 

Treasurer Bi 11 Woods 

In the absence of Glen Brindeiro (climbing in the Austrian Alps), Walt Bauermeister 
introduced the guest speaker Jim Donini, who provided club members with breathtaking 
slides of climbs made in Nepal and an unequaled narrative of events of these cliff 
hangers. Jim also remained to answer questions and discuss an advanced Rock Climbing 
Seminar with interested members. 

Walter closed the meeting by offering congratulations to the newly elected officers. 

TREASURERS REPORT 

Beginning Balance $1,292.07 

Disbursements 

Speaker 100.00 
TOTAL DISBURSEMENTS $100.00 

Receipts 

Boeing Recreation 700.00 

TOTAL RECEIPTS $700.00 

Ending Balance $2,892.07 
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ACTIVITIES FOR OCTOBER 

October 27, 28 Toleak Point near LaPush 
Beach hike - Jim Kissell, 772-5353 (home) 

low tides excellent for marine life 

Annual Thanksgiving Beach hike - Ceder Creek 
November 23, 25 Jim Kissell 772-5353 

CLIMBS 

Minotaur Lake: August 25-26 1979 

If there are those of you who like a trail with no switchbacks, this is the one for you! 
After a preliminary half mile of winding through the woods, the trail literally goes 
straight up the hill for the next 1400'. The trail then traverses for another mile or 
so to Minotaur Lake. It should be noted that the trail has been re-routed from that 
described in the 101 hikes in the North Cascades Book. After having lunch, we set out 
to explore the area. Jim and I felt more ambitious than the rest, so we climbed 
Labaryth Mt., looked at the thunderstorms obscuring the surrounding peaks, and headed 
down. We stopped long enough to cqimb an unnamed spire on the ridge which had about 
30' of class 3 and 10' of class 4 climbing. The descent to the lake was slowed by 
route finding problems around a cliff band. Evening entertainment consisted of watching 
a world record size marmot and a mountain goat on the hill above the camp. 

Sunday morning found Pam more ambitious because she climbed up the ridgeline south of 
the lake before the rest of us even got out of bed. After breakfast, we all went up 
to the ridge and continued on to the top of the unnamed peak, where views from Glacier 
Peak to Mt. Rainier were enjoyed. After returning to the lake, everyone except Bonnie 
and Joe braved the icy water for a well deserved swim. 

Once the swimmers got their hearts started again, we broke camp and headed down. 
trip back to Seattle was uneventful except for the disappointment that Jim and I 
when we discovered that the catfish and hushpuppies advertised on the Agate Cafe 
board (in Gold Bar) are served only on Friday and Saturday nights. Participants 
Jim Kissell, Pam and Ron Russell, Joe Schwets, Bonnie Sykora, and Don Taylor. 

The 
felt 
reader
were: 
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